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Abstract 
Let K be a field; let ~mK"  be a finite set and let 3(N)mK[x l  . . . . .  x,] be the ideal of ~. 
A purely combinatorial algorithm to obtain a linear basis of the quotient algebra 
K Ix1 . . . . .  x , ] /3(~)  is given. Such a basis is represented by an n-dimensional Ferrers diagram of 
monomials which is minimal with respect o the inverse lexicographical order ~<i.l.- It is also 
shown how this algorithm can be extended to the case in which ~ is an algebraic multiset. A few 
applications are stated (among them, how to determine a reduced Grfbner basis of 3(,~) with 
respect o %i.1. without using Buchberger's algorithm). 
1. Introduction 
1.1 
Let [~ be the monoid of non-negative integers. Denote by i := (il . . . . .  i,) an arbitrary 
element in the power ~". The usual order on ~, as well as the partial order it induces 
on N", will be denoted by ~<. 
Define an n-dimensional Ferrers diagram to be any finite ideal of the poser N", i.e. any 
non-empty finite subset o~ ___ N" such that j  < i t ,~  ~ j e o ~. An element i = (i~ . . . . .  i,) ¢ ~- is 
said to be a co-minimal element for the Ferrers diagram ~ if it is a minimal element of the 
complementary filter N" \~ i.e. if (il . . . . .  i,_ ~, i , -  1, it+ t . . . . .  i , )~  for each r such that 
i,~> 1. Of course, i ¢~ is a co-minimal  element iff ,~-' := { i}w~ is a Ferrers diagram. 
We will write ~< for any term-orderin9 on N", i.e. a linear ordering which is 
compat ib le with the monoid  structure on N": 
0 ~ i  for every i¢0  in ~", 
i<~j ~ i+r~<j+r  for everyL j ,  r~_N". 
It is well known that every term-order ing on N" is also a well-ordering. 
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1.2 
Let K be a field and let X := {xa, x2 . . . . .  x,} be a given set of indeterminates. Let us 
consider the usual polynomial algebra K IX]  := K [x~ . . . . .  x,]. Denote by Mx ~- K IX ]  
the free abelian monoid on X. The elements of Mx (i.e. the monic monomials) will 
• i. with/:=(ix,  i,)~t~". The be called terms of K[X]  and denoted by x i :=x ' l' . . . x  1 . . . .  
orders ~< and ~ on N", as well as the notion of Ferrers diagram, extend to Mx in an 
obvious way. 
An ideal J of the algebra K[X]  is said to be cofinite if 
codim(J) := dim(K [X ] / J )  < ~.  
Given a finite set ~ := {P~ .. . . .  Pu} ~ K", the ideal 
3 (~)  := { pc K [X]  l iVP~) (p(P )= 0)} 
of the algebraic set ~ is cofinite. More generally, when K is algebraically closed, from 
the Nul lstel lensatz it follows that an ideal J _  K IX]  is a cofinite ideal iff the algebraic 
set of J, i.e. 
~g" ( j ) := {P~K" I (Vp~J ) (p (P )=O)} ,  
is finite. In this case we have # ~e'(J)=codim(,,/-J)~<codim(J) (cf. [5, p. 23]). 
For a given ideal J, any linear basis 5¢j of the quotient algebra K[X] / J  
whose elements are of the form [x l ] s :=x i+J  will be called a monomial basis. If 
~q~J = { xi + J I i~ L _ ~" } is a monomial basis, we shall say that {xil i~ L} is a system of  
representatives for the monomial basis Z, oj. Obviously, if 5¢j = {x i+ j l i~L}  is a mono- 
mial basis of K[X] / J ,  then any polynomial p~K[X]  is congruent modulo J to 
exactly one polynomial of the form Y~z ai x~, a~ K. Given an arbitrary term-ordering 
on Mx,  a monomial basis 5¢s={x~l+J  . . . . .  x i~+J}  with x i ' '~  "'" "~X is is said to be 
minimal with respect o ~ if for any other monomial basis ~' j  = {x r~ +J  . . . . .  x i i '+ J}  
with x i'~ ~ ... ~ x ~ we have x i~ ~ x r~ for j = 1 . . . . .  N. Equivalently, 
5f  s = {x i' + J . . . . .  x i~ + J},  x i' ~ ... -< x i-, is minimal with respect o ~ if every term x i, 
such that x~-<x i~, is linearly dependent (modulo J) on x i', . . . .  x ~j '. Of course, both 5¢s 
and ~q~j, 5¢s 4: 5¢j, could be minimal with respect o different erm-orderings. It is not 
hard to prove that if .~j = {x~+ J I j=  1 . . . . .  N} is a minimal monomial basis then 
L= {ix . . . . .  iN} ~-~" is an n-dimensional Ferrers diagram. In fact, if x i¢Sf j ,  then 
x i= ~, 
xiJ ~ x i 
Thus, 
2jx;J modulo J. 
x i÷r= ~, A jx  ij÷r modulo J, 
xiJ.< x i 
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where re N" and x~x~'+~x ~+~ as % is a term-ordering. Since either x~+'+J belongs 
to 5~} or x~,+'+J is a linear combination of smaller elements in LPj, from the above 
congruence we deduce that the same is true for xi+r+J: 
X i+r= ~, ]JjX ij modulo J. 
xi j~x i+r 
Hence, iq~L ~ i+rq~L, i.e. i+r~L ~ i~L; thus, L is a Ferrers diagram. 
1.3 
In the search for a minimal monomial basis LPe, in Section 2 we present a purely 
combinatorial algorithm to get it from ~. In fact, making use of the Algorithm MB 
below, we associate a Ferrers diagram J /~(~' )= {all . . . . .  dN} ~--N" to any finite set 
~:={P1 .. . . .  PN}~_K". The Ferrers diagram J¢'~(~) gives the monomial basis 
~e={xd+3(~) lde~'N ' (~)}  which is minimal with respect to the inverse 
lexicographical ordering %i.t. with Xl ~i . l .X2~i . l .  "'" ~i.l. Xn. 
The implementation of Algorithm MB, as well as that of its applications described 
in Section 4, presents no serious difficulties. 
2. The algorithm MB 
2.1 
Let ~:={P1 . . . . .  Pu}~_K". For 1 <~j<<.N and for O~s<~n, put 
-~ := (P1 .. . . .  PN); 
dj = (dr, 1, ' " ,  d j, n) E Nn; 
ns: K"--+K ~, (Xl .... ,x.)w-}(xl . . . . .  x~) (no(P) is assumed to be empty sequence); 
rcS:K"--+K "-~+~, (Xl . . . . .  x,)~-+(x . . . . . .  x.). 
Given a list _~ :=(P1 . . . . .  Pu) of points, we determine an ordered set ~ :=(dl . . . . .  tiN). 
MB1. [Initialize.] 
Set all*--d2*--. . .  ~-- dN *-(O . . . . .  0); i~-l. 
(in the beginning the coordinates of all the elements of ,~ are zero.) 
MB2. [Put the first i points of the list _~ in 2.] 
Set ~.~{Pj I 1 <.j<.i}. 
MB3. [Find which coordinate of di+l has to be changed, say di+ 1.s.] 
Set s~max{k>~ l lnk-l(Pj)=rCk-l(Pi+l), for some Pje.~}. 
( s -  1 is the length of the longest initial segment shared by Pi+ 1 and some point P~E~. 
Us > 1, then in successive steps this value decreases.) 
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MB4. [Find the points that determine the sth coordinate of d~+ 1.] 
Set ~ ' -{ J l  P j~,  rCs- l (P j )=~s-  l(Pi+ l), ~s+ l(dj)-~'~s+ l(di+ l)}" 
(~ contains the indices of the points of ~ which have the first s -  1 coordinates equal to 
those of Pi+i and whose corresponding elements in o~_ have the n -s  rightmost 
coordinates equal to those of di+ 1. g~° is always non-empty.) 
MB5. [-Assign the value to the sth coordinate of di+l. ]
Set di+ 1,s+-(1 +max{dg, slj~g}). 
MB6. [Did you determine the first coordinate of di+ 1 ?] 
I f s> l  
MB6.1. [-Find the points that determine another coordinate of di+ 1"] 
Set ~-{P j l  l <~j <~i, 7~S(dj)=~zS(di+ l)=(di+ l,s, . . . ,di+ l.n)}. 
(.~ contains the points of ~_ different from Pi+ 1 whose corresponding elements in 
~_ have the n -s+ 1 rightmost coordinates equal to those of di + l .) 
MB6.2. [Is .~ empty?] 
If ~4=0, return to step MB3. 
MB7. [Increase i.] 
Set i~ i+ 1. If i<N, return to step MB2. 
MB8. [Done.] 
Terminate the algorithm. 
2.2 
Let ~-:=(PI,:..,PN) and J__~:--(dl . . . . .  tiN) as in Section 2.1. We put: 
J /~( : )  := {all . . . . .  dN}; 6~_: ~--*~1[~(~), Pi ~-+ di. Notice that now and in the following 
notations uch as ~_ and ~ always denote ordered sets whose underlying sets are 
and : - ,  respectively; moreover, the order on o__ ~, as well as the map 6_~, depends on 
both the ordered set ~_ and the Algorithm MB. One could think that , / /~( : )  is 
ill-defined, namely that it depends on the order which has been used for arranging 
the points P~ .. . . .  PN when starting Algorithm MB (i.e. on the list ~_) rather than 
on the set : = {P~ .. . . .  PN} itself. Well, this is not true. In fact, the following properties 
hold. 
Lemma 1. Let ~- :=(P1 .. . . .  Pi, Pi+ l . . . . .  PN), -~':=(P1 . . . . .  Pi+ x, Pi . . . . .  PN)" Let oZ'_~ := 
(di . . . . .  di,di+l . . . . .  tiN) and ~_':=(d'a,...,d~,d~+l . . . . .d'N) be the lists associated by 
Algorithm MB with ~_ and ~_', respectively. Then, {d 1 . . . . .  tiN) ~ {d'l . . . . .  d'N}. 
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Proof. Consider 
Pi=(ai,~ . . . .  ,ai.r ~, ai,~ . . . .  ,ai,.), 
Pi + 1 = (ai + 1,1, " "  , ai + 1,r- 1, ai + 1.r, . . . ,  ai + 1,n), 
di = (di, 1 . . . . .  di, r- 1, di . . . . . . .  di, n), 
di+ l =(di+ l,1 . . . . .  di+ l ,r-  l ,di+ l . . . . . . .  di+ l,n), 
where r is such that di,, ¢: di+ 1,~, di,,+ 1 = di+ a,r+ 1 . . . . .  di,. = di + L." It may happen that 
either (i) (a i, 1 . . . . .  a i,,- 1) 4= (ai + x, 1 . . . . .  a i + 1,~- 1) (in which case d} =d l  + 1 and d'i + 1 =di )  
or (ii) (ai,1 . . . . .  a i , , - l )=(a i+L1  . . . . .  ai+a,~ 1) (in which case we have ai,~:/:ai+l,~, 
since otherwise di,,+qC:di+l,r+q for some q>~l. F rom this we deduce d'~=di 
and d'i+l =di+l ) .  
First notice that obviously d~ =d'~ . . . . .  d~_ ~ =d}_ ~. We prove that we also have 
di+z=d~+z . . . . .  du=d'~ by distinguishing case (i) from case (ii). In the first case 
the proof  is easy. In fact, when calculating di+~ and/or  d)+~, the set g defined in 
MB4 cannot contain both i and i+  1 since n~+l(dl)g:Trs+~(di+t) for every s<~r and 
n~-~(P i )¢n~ I(PI+I) for every s>r .  
In case (ii), suppose that di+z=d'i+2 . . . . .  du -~=d}- l ;  consider du=(du,~ . . . . .  
dN,, ~,dN,,¢0, du.,+l =0 . . . . .  du, .=0) ,  so that (aN,1 . . . . .  aN,,-~) is the longest initial 
segment of the coordinates that Pu shares with some P~, j < N. By arguing separately 
in the three cases t = r, t < r and t > r, it is not difficult to prove that d~ =dN. 
As a straightforward consequence of Lemma 1 we obtain the following 
proposit ion. 
Proposition 1. Let ~_ and ~_ be as in Lemma 1. Let ~_':=(d'l . . . . .  d'N) be the list 
associated by Algorithm MB with the list of  points ~'= (P~tl) . . . . .  P~tN)), where ~r~S~.. 
(S,v is the symmetric 9roup.) Then,for some z ~ SN we have (d'l . . . . .  d~) = (d~tll . . . . .  d~t~,l). 
Corollary 1. / f  ~ ~ ~, then J [~(~)  ~_ ./g~[,~). 
Proposition 2. Let ~_ and ~_ be as in Lemma 1. It is possible to rearrange the 
points P1 . . . . .  PN in a suitable list ~- '=(P~I ) ,  . . . ,  Po~N~) such that the elements in the 
corresponding list J~_ '=(dm)  . . . . .  d~u)) are in inverse lexicoyraphical order 
~i . t . :  s<t  ~d~s~<i . l .  d~o. 
Proof .  Let  Pj = (a j, 1 . . . . .  aj, r- 1, ai . . . . . . .  ai,,), dj = (d~, 1 . . . . .  d~.,_ 1, dj . . . . . . .  dj.,),  
j=  1 . . . . .  N. It suffices to observe that if, for some i, di+l :=6~(Pi+l)<i .z .  d i :=f~(Pi)  
(i.e. di , ,>d i+x, , ,d i , ,+ l=di+l , r+x . . . . .  d i , .=d i+ l , ,  for some r<~n), then we have 
necessari ly case (i) considered in the proof  of Lemma 1. [] 
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Lemma 2. Let ~ and ~_ be as in Lemma 1. Let dN=(dN, l, ... ,dN,n). l f  dN, i=/=O, then 
there is some k < N such that d~=(dN,1 . . . . .  dN,i-~, dN,i-1, dN, i+ ~ .. . . .  dN,.). 
Proof. When calculating the first i -1  coordinates dN, 1 . . . . .  dN,i-1 of dN= 6_~(Pu), we 
have to consider the set {P~I, .... P~, P~s+~=PN}-----~, j l<  "" <j~<N, of all points 
P~s9 ~ such that gi(6~_(P~))=(dN.i . . . . .  du,.). Putting ~:=(gi - I (P~,)  . . . . .  ~i- l(P~), 
7~I_I(PN)), we have 7~i_I(6~,(PN))=O~_(~I_I(PN))=(dN, 1,. . . ,dN, i_I). For every 
r~{1 . . . . .  s+ l} ,  there is a point P j ,~ ,  j',<j~, such that df.,~=djr,~-l=dN,~-l ,  
dj'.,i+ ~ =d~,i+ 1=du,i+~, .., ,d~,,.=dj.,.=dN,. and ni_~(P~,)=ni_~(P~). Up to a suit- 
able rearrangement of the points in ~_, we may assume that j'~ < ... <j'~ +1. In order to 
calculate ng_l(6e(P~,+~) ) we have to consider the set .~:={P~ll<<.j'~+a, ni(dt)= 
(dj'+.i) .... , di, .... )=  (dN,,-- 1, dN,,+ 1 . . . . .  dN,.)}. Of course Pj; ~ .  Let .~:= {n,_ 1 (P) I 
P~}~_Kg-1 ;  we have ~_~.~.~  Hence ~'~(~)___~/~'(.~)___N~-~; in particular 
(dN, 1 . . . . .  dn, i -~)~'~¢(.~).  It follows that there exists a point P~.~ such that 
6g(Pk)=(dn,~ . . . . .  dN,i-1, dN, i -1 ,  dN,i+l . . . . .  dn,n). [] 
As a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2 we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 3. The set ~(~)  is an n-dimensional Ferrets diagram. 
Proposition 4. The set ~,={xU + 3(~) [de J l~(~)}  is a monomial inear basis for 
KEX]/~(~). 
Proof. By induction on the dimension n of K". 
For  n = 1, we have ~= {Pl . . . . .  PN}, picK, and ,~(~)=(g),  with g = I]~= 1 (x-p~). 
Algorithm MB gives ~t '~(~)  = {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1}; hence Sa  = {Xd+ ~(~)b 
d~J lC~(~)}={l+(g),x+(g) . . . . .  xN-I+(g)}, which is a monomial  basis for 
K[X]/(g). 
Suppose now that the statement is true for every finite subset of K"', n'<n, and 
prove it for ~= {P1 . . . . .  PN} oK" .  As dim K[X] /3 (~)=N= # ~'~(~) ,  it remains to 
prove that the residue classes modulo 3 (~)  of the monomials  x d, d~t '~(~) ,  are 
linearly independent over K[X] /3 (~) ;  in other words, we have to prove that any 
polynomial 
p(xl . . . . .  x , )= ~' edX d, edeK (1) 
d~.~¢,~ ( ) 
belonging to ~(~)  is the zero polynomial. 
Putting ~ := J t '~(~) ,  ~ := {d = (dl . . . . .  d,) ~ ~ I d, = r} and ~', := { P e ~ I 6~ (P) ~ ~,  }, 
it is easy to check that 
J t '~  (n._ 1 (~,)) = n. _ 1 (o~). {2) 
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Let us write polynomial (1) in the form 
h 
p(X l  . . . . .  Xn)= ~ p, (X l  . . . .  ,Xn_ l )X ' . ,  (3) 
r=O 
where h=max{d,  ld=(d~ . . . . .  d, )~} and 
•. xd l  d. 1 pr(Xl, . ,Xn - l )=  ~ ~td ...... d ..... ) 1 " ' 'Xn-1 .  (4) 
(dl ..... d. t)En. ,(,~,) 
The polynomial p(x l  . . . . .  x . )~3( : )  has to vanish at every point in : .  Consider 
a point P = (aa . . . . .  a , )~:h - - - - : ;  because of MB5, there exist in : exactly h + 1 points 
that have the same first n -1  coordinates as P=(a~ . . . . .  a,). It follows that the 
polynomial 
h 
p(al . . . . .  a, 1, x . )= ~ p,(ax . . . . .  a,-1)x~, 
r=0 
vanishes identically• In particular ph(al . . . . .  a,_ 1)=0 for every (al . . . . .  a . _ l )~h:= 
7t._ ~(~h). Hence 
Ph( X 1 . . . . .  Xn - 1) ~ 3 ("~h) ~ K Ix i . . . . .  x. _ x]. (5) 
By (2) and (4) we have 
dn- 1 
Ph(X I  . . . . .  Xn - l )=  ~ ~(d . . . . .  dn-l, h,xdl . . . .  Xn_ l  " 
(dl ..... d._ I 1~ J¢,~( °~h ) 
Because of the inductive hypothesis, the set {x~' . . . xn_  ld"-' +~(.,~h) l(d I . . . . .  d.-1)6 
J//~(-~h)} is a monomial  basis for K[x  I . . . . .  x . _  1]/3(~h). F rom this and from (5) we 
deduce that polynomial (6) vanishes identically• Hence 
h-1  
p(X l  . . . . .  Xn)= Z pr(Xl  . . . . .  Xn_OX"  ..  
r=O 
Arguing for r=h-  1, h -2  ....  ,1, 0 as for r=h,  we conclude that p,(x l  . . . . .  x , _  1) is 
the zero polynomial  for every r~{0 .... ,h}. [] 
Proposition 5. The monomial linear basis ,LP~ = { Xd + 3(~)1 d~ J [~(~)  ~ for  
K [X] /3 (~)  is minimal with respect to inverse lexicographical order ~ i . l .  on Mx.  
Proof. Let ~- = (P1 . . . . .  ,oN), ~ :=  ,A[.-~(, c~) =(d l  . . . . .  tiN); di= (dl, 1 . . . . .  di,,), Pi = 
(al, 1 . . . . .  ai, n) for i=1 . . . . .  N. Assume that d l~ i . t . ' "  ~ i . t .  tiN. Let N'<~N and let 
d=(d l  . . . . .  d,) <i . t .  dn,. We have to prove that x d is linearly dependent (modulo ,3(~)) 
on x #', .. . .  x ~,' ', i.e. there exists in 3 (~)  a non-zero polynomial  p (xl ... x,) of the form 
N' - I  
p(x l  "" X . )= ~ ~iX d'+~x d. (8) 
i= l  
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Obviously, we may assume that tiN,_ 1 "~i. l .d. Because of MB6.1 of Algorithm MB, 
without loss of generality we may also assume that d,, <dN, , .  Thus, h :=dN, ,>0 and 
dj, , ,<h for everyj~{1 . . . . .  N ' -  1}. 
Let us first prove that there is a polynomial of the form (8) which belongs to 
3(#')___3(9~), where ~ '={P~ . . . . .  PN'}. Equivalently, let us show that the linear 
homogeneous system 
N' - I  
di t d. as~ + c~a~, q d. . . . . . .  as , .=0 (s= 1 N') (9) ~X.a , , . . . ,  
i=1  
admits a non-zero solution (~1 .. . . .  ~N'- 1, ~)- In fact the N' by N' matrix A whose sth 
row is 
dl,1 dl,n dN" 1 1 ~dN' 1,n odl dn 
as, 1 ""as,  n ""as.1 ' " " ' s .n  ' , 's , l ' "as,  n 
(that is, the evaluation at Ps of the list of monomials x d', . . . .  xa~,-1, x a) is a singular 
matrix. In order to prove this, consider the h+ 1 points I t , ,  . . . .  Pth and Pt,+,=PN, 
(1 <<,tj<~N') which have the same n -1  first coordinates as PN" (MB5 ensures that 
contains h + 1 such points). Let A' be the h + 1 by N' submatrix of A whose rows 
correspond to these points. It is enough to show that A' has rank less than h + 1. In 
fact, any h + 1 by h + 1 minor C of A' has columns which correspond to monomials 
x i=x]  1 . . . .  in-'xin ie{dx . . . . .  dN,-1, d}, so that i, may assume only the h values ~*?1-- 1 n ,  
0,1 . . . . .  h - l ;  since the (n-1)-tuples (aj,1 . . . . .  a j . . -O  are always the same for 
j e{tx  . . . .  ,th+~}, we conclude that C=0.  This completes the proof that there is 
a polynomial p(x l  . . . .  , x . )  of the form (8) which belongs to 3(~') .  
Let us now prove that we have p(P3=0 for every P~e~\~' .  Let Pt= 
(a~, 1, ..., at,,-~, at,.) be such a point; consider the polynomial 
h-1  
ql(Xn):=p(al. l  . . . . .  al,,,-1, x,~)= ~ qt.sx~,. 
s=0 
Since,dN, ~,i.~. dz, i.e. h=dN,,,,<~dt,,., there are in ~ '  at least h points which have the 
same n -1  first coordinates as Pz; it follows that the polynomial qt(x,,) vanishes 
identically. Thus, P(Pt)= O. [] 
2.3 
In the case where n = 2 Algorithm MB can be given the following simplified form. 
Assume that 
= {(ax, b,,,) . . . . .  (al, b x,h,), ..-, (a,., b.,, ,) . . . . .  (a.,, bm, h~)} 
with h i+ -" +hm=N,  hi>/"'" ~>hm and i# j  ~ a i#a i .  Then, 
, ,t[9$(~)= {(p ,q ) lO<~p<m , O~<q<hp}. 
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3. General ization to the algebraic multisets 
3.] 
All that we have stated up to now can be generalized to what we might call algehraic 
multisets in the following sense. 
Consider the linear map 
Di:K[X]--*K[X],  xh~-*(~)x h-i, 
where h=(hl ... . .  h.), i=(il . . . . .  i.)~ [~ and (~):=(~)-..(~"). We have the formula 
D,(fg)= ~ Dh(f)D,(g). 
h+k-- i  
Observe that when the field K has characteristic zero, then 
1 1 ~i1+ ~.. +i. 
D i : ~. D i  : _ . 
i ~x'l'"'Ox~' 
where i! := i1!.., i.!. 
Let Vp be the evaluation map at the point P: 
Vp:K[X]~K,  qw-~q(P). 
,i Define the linear map rp as the composition vp ~ Di, i.e. 
Vip:K[X]~K, q~---~(Diq)(P). 
For every ideal J of K[X]  and every PeW(J) ,  put 
~(P)  := {ie [~" I(VpEJ) (v~(p)=0)]. 
Proposit ion 6. (i) o~(P) is an n-dimensional Ferrers diagram; (ii) if (gl ..... g~) is 
a system of generators of J, then ffj(P) is the largest n-dimensional Ferrers diagram 
contained in the set 
{iE [~" [ v~(gj)=0 for ever), 1 <~j <~s}, 
Proof, Let P=(a l  . . . . .  a.). Let i~(P )  and let j<i .  Let us prove that j6~(P) .  Let 
f :=(x -p) i - J=(x l -a l )  i'-j .... (x . -a , )  i.-j.. We have v~(f)=(Dhf)(P)=6i~ j. From 
(10) we deduce that for every gs J  we have 
O=v~(fg)= ~ v~(f).v~(g)=vJ,(g). 
h+k=i  
Hencej~ ~(P) .  The second part of the statement is a straightforward consequence of
(i) and of(lO). [] 
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We define a finite n-dimensional gebraic multiset, or simply an algebraic multiset, 
to be a set go := { (P1, J~l) . . . . .  (PN, ~N)}; each element (Pj, ~)~ go consists of a point Pi 
of K" together with an n-dimensional Ferrers diagram ,,~ c t~", which will be called 
the algebraic diagram of the point Pj. We shall freely make use of the notation 
(P,i)Ego, or also P~ga, to mean that P=PJ and i~,,~ for somej~{1 . . . . .  N}. To every 
algebraic multiset go = {(P1, ~1) . . . . .  (PN, ~N)} we associate the set 
3(go):= {p~K[X] [(Vj)(Vi~,~)(de~(p)=O)}. 
It is not difficult to prove that 3(go) is a cofinite ideal of K I-X] and that ~-,~t~I(Pi)= ~. 
for everyjE{1 . . . . .  N}. Moreover, one can prove that 
N 
codim3(ga)= #go:= y, #~.  
j=1  
The question ow is: how do we get a monomial linear basis for K [X]/3(go)? Once 
more the problem can be solved by applying a slightly modified version of Algorithm 
MB (in fact Algorithm MB itself with a few obvious changes) to a suitable set 
~(go) c (K x ~)" associated with the algebraic multiset go. The set ~(go) will be called the 
canonical representation f the algebraic multiset go. To be precise, consider the bijection 
u : K" x ~"--*(K x ~)" 
( (a l ,  . . . ,  a,) ,  (i, . . . . .  i , ))  t--+ ((al, il) . . . . .  (an, i,)). 
Put 
and 
= ~(go):= {u(P, i) l(P,i)e go}. 
J¢~ (go) := ~(~) .  
It is possible (though by no means trivial) to prove that Jt'~(go) satisfies properties 
analogous to those of d/~(go); in particular, i) J//~(go) is an n-dimensional Ferrers 
diagram and ii) the set .Lee,:= {x;+3(ga)Ii~J//~(go)} is a monomial inear basis of 
K[X]/3(go) which is minimal with respect o the inverse lexicographical order. 
4. Applications 
Both Algorithm MB and its generalization may come in handy for solving various 
problems. Let us examine a few of them. 
4.1 
First of all, let us see how to determine a system of generators (~'x . . . . .  y,) for the 
ideal ~(ga) of a finite algebraic multiset go :={(Pb~])  . . . . .  (PN,o~N)}. In fact, the set 
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{71 . . . . .  ?,} we shall obtain is also a reduced GrSbner basis of,~(fo) with respect o ~i.t..  
(The notion of reduced Gr6bner basis as well as related topics can be found in [1, 3, 8].) It 
goes without saying that the same procedure works also when ~a is a finite algebraic set. 
Let £~'~ := {xd+,~(fa) ] d~ J/-/~(fa)} = {x d', .... Xd~}, where m = # (a =codim(~(Sa)), 
be the monomial  inear basis obtained in Section 3.1 and let {ri . . . . .  r,} be the set of the 
co-minimal elements of the Ferrers diagram J/~(ga).  For each r~, i = 1 . . . . .  s, define the 
polynomial 7z6K IX ]  to be the following determinant. The first row of y~ is the list 
(xd~, d~ .... x , x~9, while the successive rows are lists of the form (Vipj(X <) .. . . .  V'p,(Xa°), 
/ r, ~pj(X )), one for each (Pj, i)efa. It can easily be proved that the list (Yi . . . . .  y,) is 
a reduced Gr6bner  basis of 3(fa) with respect to the inverse lexicographical order. 
Once the basis (71 . . . . .  7,) has been found, a Gr6bner  basis with respect o a different 
term-ordering may be computed by making use of the methods given in [4]. 
4.2 
Consider a linear form feK[X]*~=K[[X] ] .  If Ker ( f )  contains a cofinite ideal 
J of K[X] ,  then f is said to be an n-linearly recursive .function and J is called 
a characteristic ideal of f  This notion has been introduced in [2] as a generalization of 
that of linearly recursive sequence, to which it reduces when n= 1. An n-linearly 
recursive function f is uniquely determined by its characteristic ideal J and by its 
initial values, which are the values assumed by f on a system of representatives of
a linear basis of K[X] / J .  The set of n-linearly recursive functions may also be 
regarded as the dual bialgebra of the usual polynomial bialgebra on K IX] .  When 
working on these subjects, it may happen that examples (perhaps, suitable examples) 
of n-linearly recursive functions are neededl How to construct hem? It is convenient 
to divide the answer to this question into two parts. 
(A) Let us first suppose that we know a system of generators (gl . . . . .  ,qs) of the 
characteristic ideal J of the n-linearly recursive functions we are considering. In this 
case we may calculate a reduced Gr6bner  basis G< :=RGB(,ql . . . . .  gs) of (gl . . . . .  #~) 
with respect o some term-ordering % on Mx. Let G< =(71 . . . . .  7r), 7je K IX ], and let 
yj~Mx be the leading term (with respect to %) of the polynomial yj. Then the set 
{Xd-~-J Ixd~B}, where B=Mx\~= lY"Mx,j is a monomial  inear basis for K[X]/'J,  
which is minimal with respect o %. It follows that any n-linearly recursive function 
whose characteristic ideal is J is uniquely determined by the set of its initial t, alues 
{.f(xU) lxUeB}, all the other values f(xi), xi(iB, being calculated by making use of the 
polynomials yjE G< as scales of recurrence. 
(B) If instead the characteristic ideal is not given, we are quite unlikely to obtain 
one of them (remember it must be cofinite!) just choosing at random a set of 
generators: most of the time we would get a non-cofinite ideal or, when cofinite, 
a trivial one. The correct way to do this consists instead in choosing a finite algebraic 
multiset (possibly, a finite algebraic set) ~o and then determining both the monomial  
linear basis 5~j of K[X]/~(fa)  and a set of generators for ~(fa) by means of the 
machinery described above. 
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4.3 
Lastly, consider the following interpolation problem. Given a finite n-dimensional 
algebraic multiset go := { (P1, o~1), ..-, (PN, o~N)} and a set of values {~.i ]J = 1 . . . . .  N and 
i s~} c K determine the unique polynomial p of the form ~xieB alx i (aieK and B is 
a system of representatives of a monomial linear basis of K[X]/g(go))  such that 
v'pj(p)=~s,~. 
This problem appears to be an n-dimensional natural generalization of the uni- 
dimensional one which is solved by means of the Lagrange-Hermite interpolation 
formula. Once more, the key point for solving this problem is to determine the 
monomial basis L~°~. Let &°~={xa'+3(go) . . . . .  Xd'+3(go)} and let s~' be the mxm 
matrix whose rows are of the form (vipj(Xal),..., (v~,j(xa')), one for each (Pi, i )e go. Since 
~c°~o is a linear basis of K [X ]/3(go), the matrix ~'  is non-singular. Consider the vector 
whose components are the values ~j.i = v'ej(p) (arranged according to the order that 
has been used for the rows of ~1). The components of the vector fl:= s¢ 1. a are the 
coefficients of the desired polynomial. 
Appendix 
(1) Example of Algorithm MB for a 4-dimensional set. 
,--, ~ = ~(~)  ~ ~ ~-  = ~(~)  
P1=(2,3,9,4)  ~ dx = (O, O, O, O) /'20 =(8,1,2,4) ~ dzo=(2,0,1,O) 
P2=(2,5,7,3)  ~ dz = (O, l, O, O) P1~=(6,3,4,8) ~ d21=(2,2,0,0) 
P3=(2,3,3,2)  ~ d3 = (O, O, l, O) Pzz=(2,9,6,7)  "--' d22 =(0,3,0,0) 
/4=(2,5 ,5 ,1)  ~ d4 = (O, l, l, O) Pz3 =(2,3,7,1) ~ dz 3 = (O, O, 2, 0) 
P5=(6,1,1,3)  ~ ds = (1, O, O, O) Pz4=(2 ,1 ,7 ,5 )  ~ a~, = (o, 2, o,1) 
P6=(2,3,3,6)  ~ d6=(O,O,O, 1) P25=(4,1,1,2) ~ dz5 =(0,0,1,1) 
P7=(8,3,4,0) ~ dv=(2,0,O,O) Pz6 =(2, 7, 6, 5) ~ dz6 =(0,4,0,0) 
Ps=(6,5,6,3)  ~ ds = (1,1, O, O) P27=(2,5,5, 4) ~ d27=(1,0,1,1) 
P9=(4,7,6,6)  *-~ d9=(3,0,0,0) Pzs=(2,3,7,7)  ~ dzs =(0,1,1,1) 
P1o=(4,1,7,7) ~ dxo=(2,1,O,O) P29=(2,3,0, 2) ~ dz9=(O,O, 3,0 ) 
P la=(2,5,7 ,8)  ~ d11=(0,1,0,1) P3o=(2,1,1, 1) ~ d3o=(0,1,2,0) 
P~1=(4,3,0,3) ~ a~ z = (o, 2, 0, 0) P3 ~ = (4, 3, 3, 7) .--, d3~=(1,1,O, 1) 
p13=(1,1,2,5) ~ d13=(4,0,0,0) .°31=(8,5,6,4) ~ d31=(3,2,0,0) 
p~4=(2,1,9,0) ~ da4=(1,2,0,O ) P33=(4,5,5,2) ~ d33=(1,3,0,0) 
P~5=(4,1,7,6) ~ das=(1,O,O, 1) P34=(2,1,1,8) ~ d34 =(0,2,1,1) 
P16=(8,1,8,0) ~ d16=(3,1,0,0) P3s=(8,1,1,1) ~ d35=(1,0,2,0) 
P ly=(2,1,7,6)  ~ dl v --- (0, 2,1, 0) 1°36=(4,5,5'5) ~ d36=(1'2 '0 '1)  
Pxa =(4, 3, 3, 3) ~ d is=(1,0,1 ,0)  P37=(6,1,8, 8) ~ d37=(3,0,1,0) 
Px 9 = (4,1,1, 0) ~ d19=(1,1,1,0) P3s = (2, 7, 8, 4) ~ d3s=(0,3,1,0) 
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The system of representatives for the corresponding monomial basis is given in the 
following table. 
1 ~x, :<12 xl  
X2 X1X 2 X2X2 X31X2 











X4 X1X 4 
X2X4 X1X2X4 





(2) Example of Algorithm MB for a 3-dimensional algebraic multiset. 
Consider the algebraic multiset go given by 
=F(0,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,0, 1)] 
e,  = (o, o, o) & L( o, 1, o) 
P2=(0,0,1)o~2=[(0,0,0 ) (1,O,O) (2,0,0) (O,O, 1) (1,O, 1)] 
V(O,O,O) (1,0,0) (0,0,11 (1,0,1) (0,0,2)] 
P3=(1, 1,0) "%=L(O, 1,o) (1,1,o) (o, 1,1) (o, 1,2)j 
p4=(1,1,1) o~,=F (0'0'0)] 
L(O, 1, o)j 
The canonical representation ~'---~'(go) of go (whose elements are intentionally 
arranged at random) as well as the corresponding 3-dimensional Ferrers diagram 
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~'N(~)  are as follows. 
(1,1,0),(0,0,2) .--. Rx=(10,10,02) ~ all=(0,0,0) 
(1,1,0),(0,1,2) ~ R2=(10,11,02) ~-~ d2=(0,1,0) 
(0,0,1),(1,0,1) +-* R3=(01,00,11) ~ d3=(1,0,0) 
(1,1,0),(1,0,1) .--. R4=( l l ,10 ,01)  ~ ,/4=(2,0,0) 
(0,0, 1),I0,0, 1) .--. g ,=(00 ,00 ,  l l )  .--. a5--(3,0,0) 
(1,1,0),(0,0,1) +--. R6=(10,10,01 ) <---+ d6=(0,0,1) 
(0,0,1),(2,0,0) R7 =(02, 00,10) a7=(4,0,0) 
(0,0,0),(1,0,0) ~ Rs=(01.00,00) ~ ds=(1,0,1)  
(1,1,0),(0,0,0) ~ Rg = (10,10, 00) ~ d9=(0,0,2) 
(0,0,0),(0,1,0) .-. R io=(00,01,00) *-~ dlo=(1,1,0)  
(0,0,0),(0,0,0) +-. R~=(00,00 ,00)  ~ d11=(2,0.1) 
(0,0,0),(0,0,1) ~ Rx:=(00,00,01)  ~ d12=(1,0,2) 
(1,1,0),(0,1.0) ~ R13=(10,11,00) ~ d is=(0,1,1)  
(1,1,0),(1,0,0) ~ R14 = (11,10, 00) ~ d14=(3,0,1) 
(0,0,1),(0,0,0) ~ Rls=(00,00,10)  *--. d~5=(0,0,3) 
(1,1,0),(0,1,1) ~ R.6=(10,11,01) *--. dx6=(0,1,2) 
(1,1,0),(1,1,0) .-~ R ,v=( l l ,  ll,O0) ~ d,7=(2,1,0)  
(0,0,1),(1,0,0) .-~ Rls = (01, 00,10) *-~ d is=(2,0,2)  
(1,1,1),(0,1,0) .-. R19=(10,11,10) ~ d19=(1,0,3) 
(1,1,1),(0,0,0) ~ R2o=(10,10,10) ~-~ d2o=(0,1,3) 
Therefore, a monomial  inear basis of K [X J/.B(fa) consists of the equivalence classes 
(modulo .3(fo)) of the following monomials 
1 X 1 X21 X 3 X 4 
X 2 X1X2 X2X2 
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The reduced Gr6bner basis of ,~(fo) with respect o ~<i.~ consists of the following 
polynomials: 
,ql =XS- -  2X4""k X3; 
,qz = x3y-- 2xZy + xy; 
#3= yZ + 2xZy-4xy-  3x4 +4x3: 
,q4 = x4  z - 2x  3 Z + xZz  - -  X 4 "]- 2X  3 __ X2; 
95 = x yz  - -  yz  - -  X 3 Z "-[- X2Z - -  X 4 + 2X 3 -- X2; 
,(]6 ~- X3Z2 - -  xZz2  "~ X4 - -  2X3 -Jr- X2; 
,q7 =xZz 3 _xz3-2xZzZ+2xzZ -x3z+2x2z- -xz -x4+2x3-xZ;  
98 = Z4 "]- XZ3 - -  2z3 + xZz2  - -  2XZ2 + Z2 + X3Z - -  2xZz  + xz  + x 4 - -  2x 3 + x 2. 
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